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The 7 Minute Powerful Posture Routine to
Boost Weight Loss

The scientific research on the link between posture and weight loss all point to being able to hold 
powerful positions.

Here is a 7 minute daily workout routine of 7 different exercises.  All of these exercises are 
designed to open the body into powerful postures, and each one is held for one minute . 

Also included in this 7 minute routine are exercises that open up the posterior muscles that need 
work as a result of sitting all day long, and stretching the anterior muscles that end up tight from 
rounding forward. 

1.     Lie face up with the foam roller along the spine.  
Make sure your pelvis is in neutral position. Open the 
arms to the side into a "T" position.  
2.     Pull the ribcage down towards the roller.  Bring the 
arms higher than a "T" (higher than the shoulders) and 
into a "Y" for increased stretch.
3.     Hold this position for 1 minute.

Chest Stretch on a Roller1

1.     Lie face down with the legs hip width distance apart 
and the hands down by the sides with the palms facing 
the body. 
2.     Engage the glutes and abdominals slightly, to 
protect the lower spine. 
3.     Lift the head, chest, arms and shoulders off the floor 
while looking down.  Make sure you are moving from the 
middle of your back (not neck or lower back)   
4.     Lower back down placing the forehead into the mat.
5.     Repeat this exercise for 10 to 15 repetitions.

Basic Back Extension2



1.     Lie face up with the knees bent and the feet hip 
width distance apart. .  Lie with the palms face up and 
the back of the shoulders into the mat.  
2.     Push the lower back into the mat using the                  
abdominals and glutes, and begin to roll up with the 
spine into a "bridge" position.  Be sure to articulate on 
the way up starting with the lower back lifting off the 
floor, then the mid back lifting off the floor, then the 
upper back lifting off the floor.  
3.     Roll down reversing the order until the lower back 
touches the mat.  Then release the pelvis back into the 
neutral starting position.  Make sure the knees stay 
parallel to each other the whole time.  
4.     Hold the position for 1 minute.

Pelvic Curl3

1.     Sit face up with the knees bent and the hands direct-
ly beneath the shoulders.  Point the fingers towards the 
heels.  
2.     Push through your hands so you lift your chest up 
and your ears away from the shoulders.
3.     Push through your feet and lift your hips up in the air 
to create a straight line from the head to the knees.  
Using your hamstrings to keep your hips high.
4.     Hold this position for 1 minute 

Reverse Plank Tabletop4

1.     Stand with the feet hip width apart and the weight in 
the heels. Start with your arms relaxed by the sides, 
palms facing the body. 
2.     Hinge from the hips and bend the knees as much as 
you need to facilitate this hip hinge.  Simultaneously lift 
the arms up by the ears, without letting the shoulders 
raise up. Keep the weight in the heels and the knees 
over the feet.  Be sure to feel a STRETCH in the ham-
strings when you hinge.
3.     Keep your eyes looking forward; this will prevent 
you from rounding your upper back.
4.     Return to a full, upright standing position.
5.     Hold the position for 1 minute.

Deadlift with Raised Arms5



1.     Stand with the feet 2 to 4 inches away from the wall.  
2.     Make sure your glutes, mid back, upper back, back of 
the shoulders and head are against the wall.  Bring the arms 
up to goal post position and get the back of the arms 
against the wall as much as possible. 
3.     Be sure to hold the ribcage in and be sure to maintain a 
neutral pelvis position (lower back is not touching the wall).  
4.     Hold this position for 1 minute.

Wall Stand6

1.     Stand in a doorway with the feet in parallel and a hand on 
each side. 
2.     Lean forward until you feel a mild stretch in the chest. 
Keep your arms as straight as possible.
3.     If you want more stretch, walk your feet back.  If you want 
less stretch, walk your feet forward.  
4.     Hold this position for 1 minute.

Doorway Hanging Chest Stretch7
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